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Teaching for higher levels of thinking: developing quantitative and analytical skills in environmental science courses
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Abstract. Professionals with strong quantitative and analytical skills are essential to understanding and responding to current environmental challenges. The goal of this study was to promote and evaluate the development of data analysis (DA) skills in undergraduate students through targeted interventions in environmental science courses. We developed materials to promote practice, instruction, and assessment of four core DA dimensions: the ability to make appropriate calculations, convert data to graphical representations, interpret graphical or mathematical information, and draw conclusions based on the analysis of data. We integrated two conservation exercises as pre/post assessment tools, flanking differentiated teaching interventions, into selected science courses and used a standardized rubric to measure students’ performance level. We found that students improved their DA skills in a single semester, but the level of improvement varied across skill dimensions. Students struggled with dimensions that require higher levels of thinking such as data interpretation and drawing conclusions. The use of additional exercises targeting these dimensions and alternative practices might enhance gains. Importantly, students also gained content knowledge in ecological principles while developing skills, and demonstrated an increase in self-confidence with their DA skills. Our approach and open-access materials can be integrated into existing courses to develop and assess data skills in undergraduate learners.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity of global environmental and social issues we now face requires citizens and professionals equipped with skills to solve complex problems. Over the last few decades, science education has strongly encouraged higher education institutions to shift toward the teaching of process skills such as critical thinking, data analysis, communication, and team
work, among others (D’Avanzo 2003, National Research Council—NRC, 2003, and NRC 2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science—AAAS 2011). The NRC (2009), for instance, urged the formation of the New Biologist, an individual who has a strong understanding of complex biological systems and is capable of providing solutions to real-world problems. To accomplish this goal, the NRC emphasized the need for biologists with quantitative and analytical skills. Similarly, the Vision and Change report of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS 2011) has strongly recommended the integration of core concepts and competencies (e.g., the ability to use quantitative reasoning) in teaching practices through the use of real-world examples of problem solving.

Instructors have also recognized the need for and importance of developing process skills in undergraduate science education, but implementation of teaching and assessment practices in this area remains challenging (Labov 2004, Dirks and Cunningham 2006, Coil et al. 2010, Gormally et al. 2012). In a survey of 159 faculty members from a wide diversity of institutions, most respondents identified Problem solving/Critical thinking (80%) and Interpreting data (60%), as the two most important skills to be acquired by undergraduates (Coil et al. 2010). However, 67% felt they did not spend enough time teaching these skills. In a similar survey, over 150 faculty members identified skills related to inquiry and quantitative skills to be important in undergraduate education (Gormally et al. 2012), and although about 60% of respondents indicated they teach those skills, it remains unclear how much time they spent doing it. Furthermore, an even smaller percentage of those respondents (40–58%) indicated that they assessed students’ gains in skills. Because teaching efforts are not always paired with assessment there is limited evidence of the effectiveness of the teaching practices used by the respondents in developing these skills.

There are multiple reasons why orienting teaching practices toward skills development may represent a challenge in science courses. For example, instructors theorize that it requires too much time, comes at the expense of content, is difficult to implement in large classes, and is not effective when students have not first learned adequate content, have poor study skills, or are resistant to new teaching methods (Coil et al. 2010, Waldrop 2015). Other criticisms include lack of adequate assessment tools, institutional support, and faculty incentives for this approach (Henderson and Dancy 2007, Coil et al. 2010).

To overcome these barriers toward skill development, multiple initiatives have suggested a curricular reform for broad application at higher education institutions (AAAS 2011, Anderson et al. 2011), but implementing this change at the institutional level may require significant time and resources (Colon-Berlingeri and Burrowes 2011, Fukami 2013). On the other hand, changes at course levels are not only more feasible to implement, but they can also provide opportunities to test the effectiveness of teaching practices toward the development of skills, providing valuable evidence to support and encourage changes at the institutional level (Colon-Berlingeri and Burrowes 2011, Goldstein and Flynn 2011).

To understand the investment needed for science undergraduate students to develop process skills and for professors to assess them at the course level, we designed a multi-institution study to investigate classroom teaching practices to promote the development of data analysis skills. We aimed to promote students’ abilities to use quantitative reasoning to represent, analyze, understand, and interpret biological data in concordance with the core competencies identified as key for the next generation of scientists (NRC 2003, AAAS 2011). The main goals of this study were to promote and assess the development of data analysis skills in undergraduate students using feasible teaching practices in current science courses. To achieve these goals, we created and validated a set of content-rich instructional materials designed to develop and assess data analysis skills. We piloted these teaching and assessment materials in diverse classroom settings (e.g., different class sizes and student levels) in a range of courses in general biology, ecology, and environmental science where ecological concepts are emphasized. We also evaluated whether skill development is enhanced by different teaching practices in the classroom. In addition, to assess whether skill development can be achieved without sacrificing content learning, we assessed changes in students’ content knowledge while using instructional materials to promote
skill development. Finally, to determine changes in students' attitudes toward their proficiency in the targeted skill, we assessed student self-confidence with their data analysis skills at the beginning and at the end of each course.

**Methods**

We conducted this multi-institutional study from April 2011 to August 2013. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the American Museum of Natural History reviewed potential risks to human subjects and approved an exemption for this project. Similarly, faculty participants obtained IRB exemptions from their respective institutions.

**Development and validation of assessment tools**

Between April and July 2011, we developed and validated a set of instructional materials to be implemented in science courses. We will refer to this set as an instructional unit (IU), which consisted of (1) a rubric for data analysis (DA) skills, (2) two content-rich exercises designed to promote the development of DA skills accompanied by solutions, (3) a pre/post content assessment for each exercise and a scoring guide, (4) a student’s pre/post self-assessment of DA skills, and (5) a light and an intensive teaching intervention. The teaching intervention is an activity to allow students to review and reflect on what is required for high performance on DA skills, so that they can use that knowledge to improve their own skills. We provide further description of the IU components below. The IU can be downloaded by registering as an educator on the Network of Conservation and Practitioners (NCEP) website (http://ncep.amnh.org). This version includes minor revisions based on user feedback provided during the study.

**Rubric and exercises**

To assess DA skills, we—faculty participants and project staff—developed a rubric to score students’ DA performance, and two exercises to promote the development of these skills and to provide content knowledge. In a workshop that convened nine faculty participants and project staff, we designed a DA rubric with elements found in other available rubrics, including the Quantitative Literacy, also known as Quantitative Reasoning, VALUE Rubric (Rhodes 2010) developed and thoroughly validated by the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). The resulting rubric included four performance score levels ranging from 1 to 4 (from beginning to exemplary) for four dimensions (three of them from the VALUE rubric) of DA: (1) **Calculation**, (2) **Data representation**, (3) **Data interpretation**, and (4) **Drawing conclusions**. Faculty participants selected these dimensions based on student needs identified in their own courses. A detailed definition of each rubric dimension can be found in the rubric itself (Appendix S1: Table S1). In the same workshop, we received expert opinion from other faculty participants (16) who were working on other process skills. Through these extensive discussions of the wording and the concepts used in the rubric and the joint development of exercise scoring guides, we ensured that faculty participants were familiar with the rubric, and had a shared interpretation of it.

Considering the dimensions of the DA rubric, we then adapted two exercises authored by J. Gibbs from teaching modules previously published by NCEP (http://ncep.amnh.org) on the topics of Applied Demography and Biodiversity (see Table 1 for further information). We selected these topics based on the syllabi of the courses in the study. With this approach we tried to accommodate the use of the exercises over the course of one academic semester without major course modifications. The resulting exercises promoted active learning pedagogies (Handelsman et al. 2007), as they required active engagement of the students to be completed. Each exercise consisted of three main parts: (1) an introduction to the main concepts of the exercise’s topic, (2) a section on data collection and data analysis, and (3), as recommended by the Vision and Change Report (AAAS 2011), a real-case scenario that asked students to use information collected during the second part of the exercise to take a position or make a decision. To make these exercises comparable to one another, we aligned the tasks for students in each exercise with each of the four dimensions of the DA rubric. Furthermore, we assigned a similar number of points to test each dimension of the DA rubric for each exercise and to each of the two exercises, 33 and 38 points, respectively.
Faculty participants and project staff reviewed different versions of these exercises before and during implementation. In addition, we developed a detailed scoring guide for each question of the exercises. Each exercise requires a 2-h or two 1-h sessions to be completed by students.

To facilitate data collection, we developed a scoring Excel spreadsheet to enter points obtained by the students in each exercise question, which was linked to a given DA dimension of the rubric. The total points for each dimension were added and automatically converted to a four-point scale to match the rubric levels.

After data collection in this study, we measured the reliability of exercises by calculating the coefficient Cronbach’s alpha (Cortina 1993, Bowling 2009) using students’ rubric scores with the multilevel package in R (R Development Core Team 2012). We obtained Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of 0.6 for exercises 1 and 2 (N = 538 students for each exercise), which indicates an acceptable internal structure for these assessments following the criterion of Bowling (2009; alpha ≥0.5).

Content knowledge questionnaires

To assess students’ content knowledge on the topics of the DA exercises (Table 1), we developed a short questionnaire. Initially, we developed and reviewed a set of approximately 20 questions for each exercise, including multiple-choice and open-ended types. For further review of the questions, two project staff (AB and AP) conducted cognitive interviews with seven volunteer science students (ranging from junior to recently graduated undergraduates) who reflected part of the student population of interest. These interviews lasted between 10 and 15 min. In a one-on-one interview format, we asked each student to read and answer all questions of the assessment by thinking aloud while the interviewer took detailed notes. By following this protocol (Beatty and Willis 2007), we were able to evaluate the students’ rationale used to construct their answers, and eliminate questions with limited ability to measure students’ knowledge of the exercise content. For example, we excluded questions that were correctly answered with no need for knowledge of the topic targeted in the exercise (i.e., they were too easy), were too general on the topic, were confusing, ambiguous, or contradictory and/or were not specifically related to the content of the exercise. We interviewed four students for exercise 1 and five for exercise 2 (some students completed both questionnaires). After reviewing and discussing our notes, we revised the final questionnaires to seven multiple-choice and three open-ended questions for exercise 1 and six multiple-choice and three open-ended questions for exercise 2. The total number of points in exercises 1 and 2 was comparable (13 and 15 points, respectively). Each questionnaire requires about 10 min of class to be completed. In addition, we developed an instructors’ scoring guide for each exercise, which contained the correct answers, a solution rubric for the open-ended questions, and points to be assigned to each question.

After data collection, we conducted a post-validation of the questionnaires. We excluded questions that had ≥70% perfect score on the pre-assessment (Smith et al. 2008), and those for which faculty users reported a poor match with exercise content or poor fit between questions and solution rubric. As a result, the final data set used in this study for exercise 1 included six multiple-choice and two open-ended questions.
for a total of 10 points; and for exercise 2 included six multiple-choice and two open-ended questions for exercise 2 for a total of 12 points.

Survey of student self-assessment of the skill
To assess changes in student self-assessment of the skill, we developed a four-question Likert-scale (1–4) survey to be administered in a pre/post format. We used the dimensions of the rubric as a reference for the content of the survey. Thus, we specifically asked questions related to (1) students’ ability to create appropriate and informative graphs and tables, (2) interpret trends and patterns in data, graphs, and tables, (3) understand and correctly solve equations, and (4) make appropriate and well-reasoned conclusions from data, graphs, and tables. We refined the tool by requesting review and feedback from faculty participants during its development. Completing a self-assessment survey requires 5 min.

Teaching intervention materials
To assess whether the intensity of the teaching intervention affects overall student gains in DA skills over a semester, we developed materials for a light and an intensive teaching intervention. A light intervention was designed to reinforce students’ development of DA skills by keeping the intervention from the professors to a minimal level. Here, students received their graded DA rubric from exercise 1 and if questions arose, professors answered them keeping the total discussion to no more than 10 min. At the end of this discussion, professors reminded students that the same rubric would be used to evaluate their performance for exercise 2. This whole intervention should not last more than 15 min.

On the other hand, we designed an intensive teaching intervention as an in-class study of the skill. For this, students were first introduced to the importance of DA skills and the use of ru-
brics. Next, students were presented with a small data set and answers to questions related to data representation, data interpretation and drawing conclusions—similar to the exercises—provided by a hypothetical student. Using the rubric, in groups of 3–6 (depending on class size), students evaluated the answers, and where necessary improved them. Then, students received their scored rubric from exercise 1 and were expected to reflect on that individually after class. Lastly, as homework, students were asked to self-reflect on the activity and answer the following questions: (1) Which of the different aspects of data analysis is the most challenging for you?, and (2) As you get ready for your next data analysis assignment, what would you use from what you have learned today? This whole activity requires a class session of 45–50 min.

Implementation of instructional unit (IU)

Between August 2011 and August 2013, we implemented the IU following the experimental design shown in Fig. 1. By using the IU in a single semester, we were able to evaluate whether students gained DA skills, content knowledge, and self-confidence on their DA skills in courses that used either the light or intensive teaching interventions (Fig. 1; shown by the vertical arrow). On the other hand, comparing gains in DA skills between courses that used the intensive and light teaching interventions in semesters 1 and 2, respectively, we were able to evaluate whether there was an effect of the intensity of intervention on the students’ overall gains in DA skills (Fig. 1; shown by the horizontal arrow).

We implemented the IU in nine courses: Biological Principles II: Evolution, Biodiversity, and Ecology; Ecology (5 courses); Environmental Biology; General Biology I: Organismal Biology; and General Biology II offered in eight higher education institutions from the United States, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. Students in the study included both majors and nonmajors, and ranged from freshmen to seniors (Table 2). Four of these courses used the IU with both the light and intensive teaching interventions (each in a semester). In these courses we implemented the IU with the intensive teaching intervention in the first semester followed by the IU with the light teaching intervention in the second one. The other five courses used the IU in a single semester: four used the intensive teaching intervention and one the light teaching intervention. Detailed information on the courses and the semesters in which the IUs were implemented is provided in Table 2.

In the following section we provide a detailed description of the implementation of the IU following the experimental design (Fig. 1).

Content knowledge questionnaires

To assess students’ gains in content knowledge on the topics of the exercises, we used the content questionnaires before and after
students completed an exercise in a pre/post fashion. We administered the questionnaires on Applied Demography within the first half of the semester, whereas the questionnaires on Biodiversity within the second half of the semester (Fig. 1). In both cases the exact timing of administration of the questionnaires was subject to the timing of administration of exercises 1 and 2. The pre-assessments were conducted before students received either a lecture on the exercise topic or the exercise itself as an assignment. In this study, in most courses the assessments did not count toward students’ grades. In two courses students received participation points for completing them. New users could choose to use the post-assessments toward students’ grades as students are being tested on content learned in the course.

Survey of student self-assessment of the skill
To assess students’ self-confidence on DA skills, we administered the same assessment tool at the beginning and end of the semester in a pre/post format (see Fig. 1). To facilitate administration, the pre-assessment was administered together with the pre-content assessment of exercise 1 and the post-assessment with the post-content assessment of exercise 2. Students in two courses received participation points for completing the self-assessments.

Rubric and exercises
To assess student gains in DA skills, we used exercises 1 and 2 as a pre- and post-assessment, respectively, over the course of a semester. We administered exercise 1 on Applied Demography within the first half of the semester and exercise 2 on Biodiversity within the second half of the semester. The exact timing of exercise administration varied among courses depending on their syllabi. We accommodated the use of these exercises during lecture or lab time, depending on course structure and time availability. To measure DA gains at the individual student level, students completed tasks and answered exercise questions individually. Scores of both exercises were used toward students’ grades.

Teaching interventions
To assess the effect of the intensity of teaching on gains in DA skills, we used the light and intensive teaching interventions. In addition to all the assessments previously mentioned, in a given semester we used either the light or intensive teaching intervention as shown in Fig. 1. We implemented the activity designed for a specific teaching intervention sometime between exercises 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). In order to compare the effect of the two interventions, we compared the DA gains observed in four courses (3 Ecology and 1 Environmental biology) that used both interventions. In all of these courses we used the intensive intervention in the first semester followed by the light teaching intervention in the second semester (see Table 2). We conducted the intensive teaching intervention during lecture or lab time. None of these activities were used toward students’ grades.

Statistical analysis
To evaluate student gains in DA skills, content knowledge, and self-confidence over the course of one semester, we separated data analysis for the light and intensive teaching interventions, as they represent different treatments. To evaluate the effect of teaching intervention on the overall gain of DA skills, we analyzed data only for the courses that completed both teaching interventions.

Data analysis skill gains
To evaluate the total change in DA skills, for each student that completed both exercises, we calculated the total points obtained for each exercise (maximum of 33 and 38 points for exercises 1 and 2, respectively) and converted them to a percentage (up to 100). Using these percentage scores we calculated a normalized change (c) value for each student. The normalized change value is the ratio of the observed change to the total possible change (Marx and Cummings 2007). Each individual c value was calculated as follows:

1. $c = \frac{\text{post} - \text{pre}}{100 - \text{pre}}$; if post > pre
2. $c = \frac{\text{post} - \text{pre}}{\text{pre}}$; if post < pre
3. $c = 0$; if post = pre
4. Drop; if pre = post = 0 or 100

The c values range between −1 and 1. A positive c value indicates a gain, a negative
value indicates a loss and a zero value means no change.

With the individual $c$ values for each student, we calculated the overall average normalized change ($c_{ave}$) for students in all courses grouped separately by light and intensive teaching interventions.

To evaluate the level of change in DA skills among students, we calculated the average normalized gains ($c_{ave}$) for students whose exercise 1 scores (pre-assessment) were below the median score for exercise 1, and for students whose scores were above or equal to the median. In addition, for each group, we compared the scores of exercises 1 and 2 with a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Crawley 2007). We conducted these analyses separately for the light and intensive teaching interventions. We calculated $c$ values using R (R Development Core Team 2012) with code developed by AB.

To determine changes at each of the four dimensions assessed by the rubric, we compared the points from each dimension of the rubric (4 points maximum) for exercises 1 and 2 using nonparametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Crawley 2007). Alpha values were Bonferroni corrected (Gotelli and Ellison 2004).

We repeated the same analyses for the three Ecology courses where both the IU with a light and intensive teaching interventions were used (Table 2). Students in these courses were all biology majors and mostly upper level students (Table 2). This analysis allowed us to have better insight into students’ gains in DA skills when controlling for student level and course.

In addition, we evaluated gains among courses. We pooled the data from the same courses and then compared their students’ normalized change values ($c$) using a nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test (Zar 1999). If significant differences arose, we conducted paired comparisons between courses using nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Crawley 2007) with a Bonferroni adjustment (Gotelli and Ellison 2004). We evaluated courses that used the light and intensive teaching interventions independently. For each course, we also evaluated the gains by comparing scores of exercise 1 (pre-assessment) to scores of exercise 2 (post-assessment) with nonparametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Crawley 2007).

**Content knowledge**

We analyzed the content gains for each exercise. For each pre/post paired content assessment, we calculated the normalized change using the total percentage scores. With these values we then calculated the average normalized change and the standard error for the whole group of students evaluated. We conducted these calculations for the light and intensive teaching interventions. We compared the total percentage score of the pre- versus the post-content assessments using a nonparametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Crawley 2007) with a Bonferroni adjustment for the alpha values.

**Student confidence self-assessment**

For each individual student, we averaged the scores for the four Likert-scale (1–4) self-assessment questions of pre and post self-assessments. With each paired average score, we calculated the normalized change for each individual student for which we used the value of 4 as the maximum possible score to be obtained if student felt highly confident of their DA analysis skills. We used data only from students who completed both exercises 1 and 2. In addition, we compared the average scores of each pre- versus post-assessment question using a nonparametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Crawley 2007). Alpha values were Bonferroni corrected (Gotelli and Ellison 2004).

**Correlations between gains in skill, self-confidence, and content knowledge**

We explored the correlation between changes in skill and self-confidence, as well as the correlation between changes in skill and content knowledge using Spearman correlations (Crawley 2007). For the latter, we used the average score of the content assessments for exercises 1 and 2. We conducted the correlation analyses first by pooling all the data of the light and intensive teaching intervention and then separating the data by teaching intervention.

**Effect of teaching intervention**

To determine the effects of teaching intervention on the gains in skill over a semester,
we used data from four courses that completed both teaching interventions (Table 2). We tested for the effect of light versus intensive teaching interventions using a linear mixed-effects model (LMM). We used the percentage score difference between exercises 2 and 1 as the response variable and institutions as a random factor (Faraway 2006). We checked for normality of the residuals of the response variable by using a qqplot (Faraway 2006). We used the difference between total percentage scores of exercise 2 and 1 because normalized change values are not normally distributed and do not have a known distribution.

All calculations and statistical analyses were performed using R (R Development Core Team 2012).

**RESULTS**

**Overall gains in data analysis skills**

On average, students gained DA skills within a single semester. While exercises were administered to approximately 750 students during the study period, we analyzed data from a total of 538 students who completed both exercises over the course of a single semester. In courses where the IU with a light teaching intervention was used (N = 238 students), 172 students (72%) gained DA skills (positive c value). On average, students improved their performance by 29% (cave = 0.29). In addition, for exercise 1, 133 students scored below the median score of 67% and 105 scored equal to or above this median score. On average, students scoring below the median showed higher gains than students with percent scores equal to or above the median (Table 3). They improved their DA skills by an average of 35% with 85% of them showing gains (positive c values). This gain was reflected as a statistically significant increase in exercise 2 scores compared to exercise 1 (V = 999.5, P < 0.001; Fig. 2). On the other hand, students scoring equal to or above the median improved their DA skills by an average of 21% with 56% of them showing positive gains (Table 3). For these students, although there was an average gain (positive cave value), there was no statistically significant change between the scores for exercises 1 and 2 (V = 2515, P > 0.05; Fig. 2).

In the courses where the IU with an intensive teaching intervention was used (N = 300 students), 165 students (55%) gained skills on DA (positive c values). Students improved on average by 15% (cave = 0.15). Of the total number of students, 134 scored below to the median score of 73% and 166 equal or above the median score. Students below the median improved their DA skills by an average of 17% with 61% of them showing positive gains, while students above the median improved their DA skills on average by 13% with 50% of them having positive gains (Table 3). As was the case with the light intervention, score increase from exercise 1–2 was significant for students with scores below the median (V = 2874.5, P < 0.001) but not for students equal to or above the median (V = 7344, P > 0.05; Fig. 3).

Table 3. Overall average gains for all and ecology courses that used the instructional unit for data analysis with the light and intensive teaching interventions (TI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Light TI</th>
<th>Intensive TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N (%)†</td>
<td>Skill gains (cave ± SE) P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All courses</td>
<td>238 (72)</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median score (%)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>133 (85)</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or above median</td>
<td>105 (56)</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.04 n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology courses</td>
<td>70 (65)</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median score (%)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>32 (81)</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal to or above median</td>
<td>38 (53)</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.08 n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Two asterisks indicate highly significant gains and n.s. no significant gains between exercises 1 and 2 using a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

† Percentage of students that gained skills in parenthesis.
A summary of this section’s results is provided in Table 3.

A more detailed analysis of the data shows that overall students improved their levels of performance in most dimensions. Students significantly improved in Data representation, Data interpretation, and Drawing conclusions in courses where the IU with a light teaching intervention was used (N = 238 students; P < 0.0025). However, the achievement level for exercises 1 and

Fig. 2. Average scores for exercises 1 and 2 of students who scored above or equal to (N = 105) and below (N = 133) the median of 67% in courses that used the instructional unit with a light teaching intervention. Asterisks indicate significant differences (P < 0.001) and n.s. indicates no significant differences (P > 0.05). Error bars are SE of the mean.

Fig. 3. Average scores for exercises 1 and 2 of students who scored above or equal to (N = 166) and below (N = 134) the median of 73% in courses that used the IU with an intensive teaching intervention. Asterisks indicate significant differences (P < 0.001) and n.s. indicates no significant differences (P > 0.05). Error bars are SE of the mean.
Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of students’ performance within the four levels of proficiency for data analysis skills (1 = lowest, 4 = highest) when using the instructional unit with the light (N = 238 students) and intensive (N = 300 students) teaching interventions. Asterisks and n.s. indicate significant ($P < 0.0025$) and no significant differences ($P > 0.0125$), respectively, between the pre- and post-assessment rubric scores tested with the paired Wilcoxon test with a Bonferroni correction.
2 varied among dimensions (Fig. 4). In terms of Data representation, most students achieved the highest performance level in exercise 2 (Fig. 4b), while for Data interpretation most students first achieved a level-3 followed by an increase in the percentage of students that achieved a level-4 of performance (Fig. 4c). In the case of Drawing conclusions, most students achieved the lowest level of performance in exercise 1 but they moved to higher levels in exercise 2 (Fig. 4d). In courses where the IU with the intensive teaching intervention was used (N = 300 students), students improved significantly in Data representation and Data interpretation ($P < 0.0025$). However, although they improved, they did not significantly change their performance in Drawing conclusions ($P < 0.0125$). In the case of Data representation and Data interpretation, most students achieved the highest level of performance in exercise 2 (Fig. 4b and c). In all courses, students significantly decreased their level of performance in Calculation ($P < 0.0025$) although most students already showed the highest level of performance of this dimension in exercise 1 (Fig. 4a).

Gains in data analysis skills in ecology courses

On average, students gained DA skills within a single Ecology course. In the three courses where the IU with a light teaching intervention was used, students (N = 70 students) on average improved their performance by 32%. In addition, students with scores in exercise 1 below the exercise 1 median score of 82% showed higher average gains than students with scores equal to or above the median score.

Similarly, for the ecology courses that used the IU with an intensive teaching intervention, students improved on average by 23%. Students with scores in exercise 1 below the exercise 1 median scores of 73% showed higher average gains compared to students with scores equal or above the median scores. We present detailed results of the analyses for the Ecology courses in Table 3.

Students improved their levels of performance in some of the rubric dimensions. In all three Ecology courses that used the light as well as intensive teaching interventions, students significantly improved their skills in Data representation and Data interpretation (all $P < 0.0025$) but did not
improve in Drawing conclusions ($P > 0.0125$). For Data representation and Data interpretation, however, the level of achievement for exercises 1 and 2 varied between dimensions (Appendix S1: Fig. S1). For Data representation and Data interpretation the patterns were similar to ones reported for all courses (Appendix S1: Fig. S1B, C), while for Drawing conclusions, there was no improvement (Appendix S1: Fig. S1D). In the case of Calculation, students did not improve their levels of skill in courses with the light teaching intervention, but they significantly decreased their level of performance with the intensive teaching intervention ($P < 0.0025$). However, similar to what we reported for all courses, most students already showed the highest level of performance of this dimension in exercise 1 (Appendix S1: Fig. S1).

**Gains in data analysis skills in different courses**

Gains in DA skills as measured by the normalized change varied among courses. We found no significant differences among the level of DA skill gains ($c_{ave}$ values) of the three courses—Ecology ($N = 70$ students), Environmental Biology ($N = 149$ students), and General Biology I ($N = 13$ students) that used the IU with the intensive teaching intervention. Boxplots show the median, upper, and lower quartiles, highest and lowest data values.

**Table 4.** Gains in students’ content knowledge measured as the average normalized change ($c_{ave}$) and changes in scores (%) between the pre- and post-content assessments of exercises 1 and 2 when using the instructional unit with the light and intensive teaching interventions (TI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content assessment</th>
<th>Light TI</th>
<th>Intensive TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Gains ($c_{ave}$ ± SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise 1</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre- vs. postscores</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise 2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre- vs. postscores</td>
<td>809.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. Frequency distribution of students' self-assessed confidence levels with their data analysis skills when using the instructional unit with the light (N = 207 students) and intensive (N = 123 students) teaching interventions. One and two asterisks indicate significant differences between pre- and post-assessment scores with $P < 0.0125$ and $P < 0.0025$, respectively, and n.s. indicates no significant differences ($P > 0.0125$) tested with the paired Wilcoxon test with a Bonferroni correction.
Table 5. Changes in students’ self-confidence with their data analysis skills before and after using the instructional unit with the light and intensive teaching interventions (TI). P values are Bonferroni adjusted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-confidence assessment</th>
<th>Light TI (N = 207)</th>
<th>Intensive TI (N = 123)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To create appropriate and informative graphs and tables</td>
<td>2467 &lt; 0.003**</td>
<td>2194 0.003**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To interpret trends and patterns in data, graphs, and tables</td>
<td>1526 &lt; 0.003**</td>
<td>535 &lt; 0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To understand and correctly solve equations</td>
<td>1836.5 &gt; 0.0125</td>
<td>310.5 &lt; 0.003**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To make appropriate and well-reasoned conclusions from data, graphs</td>
<td>1052.5 &lt; 0.003**</td>
<td>378 &lt; 0.003**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: One and two asterisks indicate significant differences between the pre- and post-assessments scores with $P < 0.0125$ and $P < 0.0025$, respectively.

Biology (N = 161 students), and General Biology II (N = 7 students)—that used the IU with the light teaching intervention ($K = 4.35$, $P > 0.05$; Fig. 5). On the other hand, we found significant differences among the level of gains of the four courses—Biological Principles II (N = 13 students), Ecology (N = 125 students), Environmental Biology (N = 149 students), and General Biology I (N = 13 students)—that used the IU with the intensive teaching intervention ($K = 18.32$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 6). A post-comparative analysis among these courses shows a significant difference only between the Ecology and Environmental Biology course ($W = 11998$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 6).

In addition, within each course the difference between scores of exercises 1 and 2 varied. From the three courses that used the IU with a light teaching intervention, Ecology and Environmental Biology showed significant improvement between scores of exercise 1 and exercise 2 ($V = 807$, $P = 0.01$, and $V = 2476$, $P < 0.01$, respectively), whereas General Biology II did not show a significant improvement ($V = 19$, $P > 0.05$). On the other hand, from the four courses that used the IU with the intensive teaching intervention, only Ecology showed a significant improvement ($P = 1961$, $P < 0.01$), whereas Biological Principles

Gains in content knowledge

Students gained content knowledge related to the topics of exercises 1 and 2 with the light and intensive teaching interventions. For exercise 1, the normalized change indicates a gain of 12 and 21% for students that experienced the light (N = 137 students) and intensive (N = 217 students) teaching interventions, respectively. For exercise 2, we found a gain of 27 and 25% with the light (N = 110 students) and intensive (N = 233 students) teaching interventions, respectively. Values of normalized change ($c$) and number of paired assessment for exercises 1 and 2 under the two teaching interventions are shown in Table 4. In addition, we found significant differences between the pre- and post-content assessment scores for exercises 1 and 2 (all $P < 0.01$; see Table 4 for details). Note that the numbers of paired assessments are lower than the number of students that completed both exercises as not all of them completed the pre- and post-assessments for exercises 1 or 2. We did not use data from students that completed the content assessments but not the exercises, as we were interested to know if students can learn content while practicing DA skills.

Gains in student self-confidence

Students’ self-confidence in their DA skills increased over a semester with the light (N = 207; $c_{ave} = 0.10 \pm 0.01$) and intensive (N = 123; $c_{ave} = 0.12 \pm 0.02$) teaching interventions. Students self-reported confidence increased when judging their abilities to create appropriate and informative graphs and tables (Fig. 7a), interpret trends and patterns in data, graphs, and tables (Fig. 7b), understand and correctly solve equations (Fig. 7c), and make appropriate and well-reasoned conclusions from data, graphs and tables (Fig. 7d). These increases in self-confidence were statistically significant ($P < 0.003$; Table 5) with the exception of one instance: ability to understand and solve equations with a light teaching intervention ($P > 0.0125$). Overall, most students reported
to be somewhat confident with their DA skills at the beginning of the semester (Fig. 7). Similar to the content knowledge assessment, we used data only of students that completed both pre- and post self-assessments and exercises 1 and 2, as we wanted to determine the effect of using the exercises on student self-confidence.

Correlations between gains in skill, student self-confidence, and content knowledge

Our results indicate no correlation between skill gains and self-confidence (N = 315 students; \( \rho = 0.037; P = 0.5 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S2) or between skill gains and content knowledge (N = 216 students; \( \rho = 0.063; P > 0.05 \); Appendix S1: Fig. S3) for students that participated in the study. No correlations were found either when students were separated by light and intensive teaching interventions. Note that overall more students completed the self-confidence than the content knowledge assessment.

Effect of teaching intervention

Contrary to our expectations, the result of the linear mixed-effects model shows a significant effect of the light teaching intervention on skill gains (N = 476 students; \( F_{(1,471)} = 9.75; P < 0.01 \)). However, when looking only at the three Ecology courses that used the light and intensive teaching interventions, we found no effect of teaching intervention on student skill gains (N = 166 students; \( F_{(1,162)} = 0.15; P = 0.7 \)).

Discussion

Students gain data analysis skills in a single semester

Our results show that students can improve their data analysis (DA) skills in a single semester. Despite the diversity of the biology courses in which the instructional unit was implemented (e.g., size and type of institution, course level, course size), most students improved their overall DA skills with both the light and the intensive teaching interventions. Moreover, students who were less proficient at the beginning of the semester made the most progress, which could indicate the effectiveness of our exercises, particularly for those students needing the most support (Dirks and Cunningham 2006).

We found, however, that some DA dimensions are more challenging to students than others. A detailed analysis of the exercise components linked directly to each rubric dimension reveals that some dimensions may require different attention and may be more effectively targeted through different activities than those used in this study (e.g., longer term or more intensive). In Calculation, although there was a loss between exercises 1 and 2, most students achieved the highest level of proficiency in both exercises. Students in Ecology courses, most of which are upper level, were more proficient in Calculation (Appendix S1: Fig. S1A) compared to students in lower level courses (Fig. 3a). A study by Speth et al. (2010) found that although most students in Introductory Biology courses entered with low proficiency in calculation skills, practice of these through an entire semester significantly improved students’ performance. Thus, high levels of performance in calculation skills seem to be achievable through a single course and the high performance observed in the Ecology courses is probably the contribution of previous biology, math, chemistry, and physics courses taken by students. In addition, despite our efforts to make both exercises comparable, the small loss observed in this dimension may be attributable to subtle differences in the difficulty of tasks required between exercises for this particular dimension.

Of the other skill dimensions, our exercises effectively targeted the development of Data representation. In contrast, for dimensions that required higher orders of thinking, such as Data interpretation and particularly Drawing conclusions, students in general faced more challenges to achieve high-performance levels. In the former, although there was a significant improvement, most students achieved a level-3 performance, not the highest level of proficiency. In the latter, most students not only started with low-performance levels but also did not achieve high-performance levels in the second exercise. To assess this dimension of DA, in each exercise we presented students with a real-world conservation scenario in which they were tasked to provide recommendations, justifications for the recommendations, and alternative scenarios that could change their recommendations. These questions tested the students’ ability to analyze, evaluate and draw conclusions, and, as other studies have shown (Kitchen et al. 2003, Picone et al. 2007, Colon-Berlingeri and Burrowes 2011), students find...
these high levels of thinking skills challenging to achieve. However, despite the small proportion of students who attained high proficiency levels toward the end of the semester, there is an overall positive trend toward higher proficiency levels that is encouraging considering the use of only two exercises over a semester with brief teaching interventions and minimal course modifications. The use of additional exercises or different interventions targeting these dimensions might enhance gains. Additionally, to minimize confounding factors when assessing the effect of our exercises on skill development of each individual student, we used an experimental design that required students to complete exercises individually. We, however, believe that collaborative and cooperative work when using these exercises has the potential to boost skill gains (Kitchen et al. 2003, Smith et al. 2009). Thus, we recommend that faculty first encourage development of higher thinking and reasoning skills by using questions with similar constructs to the ones in this or other studies (e.g., Kitchen et al. 2003) for students to exercise their skill development on a regular basis, and second, to use these activities combined with collaborative work.

**Student gains of data analysis skills vary among courses**

Although most students participating in the study gained DA skills measured as a normalized change value, we observed that on average these skill gains varied among courses. We observed that even though not all differences among courses were statistically significant, some courses performed better than others. An explanation for the observed differences could be related to the level of the students enrolled in each course evaluated. For instance, the courses oriented to freshman level students—Biological Principles II, General Biology I, and General Biology II—showed lower performance than a more advanced course such as Ecology. Interestingly, answers to a faculty questionnaire administered toward the end of the project indicate that professors of these first year courses felt the exercises were challenging for their students because of their limited level of mathematical skills (as also shown by Speth et al. 2010), and because of the lack of knowledge of some ecology concepts related to the exercises. We, however, do not discard other explanations for the low or no gains observed as sample size (class size) of these courses was small. In the case of the Environmental Biology course—where students ranged from freshman to senior levels—we observed a mixed-pattern in gains between the IU with light and intensive teaching interventions. In the semester that used the IU with the intensive teaching intervention, we observed no significant gains for the whole course, whereas in the semester that used the IU with the light teaching intervention we observed highly significant gains. A closer look at the scores of exercises 1 (pre-assessment) and 2 (post-assessment) in each semester, reveals that most students that used the IU with the intensive intervention started at a higher level (~70% of the total exercise 1 score) than most students in the semester that used the light teaching intervention (~60% of the total exercise 1 score; Appendix S1: Figs. S4 and S5), thus factors other than the proportion of freshman students enrolled may explain the lack of significant gains for the whole course in the semester that used the IU with the intensive teaching intervention such as exposure of students to other courses. However, this lack of significant gains observed at the course level in some courses should not discourage professors of using the IU as almost 50% of the students gained DA skills (normalized gain values >0), for instance, in the Environmental Biology course. We believe the exercises are valuable tools for exposing students to DA skill development. If professors teaching at the freshman level feel the exercises are too challenging for their students, we encourage them to use the construct of our exercises to build analogs for their courses and thus promote development of DA skills at early stages of students’ careers (Speth et al. 2010). Another explanation for the differences observed could be related to the teaching practices used in each course. For instance, it is well documented that active teaching improves student performance in science courses (Handelsman et al. 2007, Smith et al. 2009, Freeman et al. 2014) and even though we designed the exercises of the IU to promote active teaching, we did not control for the approach used toward the learning of concepts and analytical skills over the entire semester. Thus,
the frequent use of active teaching activities between exercises 1 and 2 could have boosted the improvement level of students' analytical skills (Kitchen et al. 2003).

**Students gain content knowledge while practicing their data analysis skills**

Learning content knowledge and DA skills are equally important in science education and can be achieved simultaneously by carefully designing exercises or questions framed in the topics of the course, as in this study. This approach not only allows students to acquire knowledge but also to apply it in a relevant thematic context while practicing process skills. We recognize that implementing these teaching approaches requires some degree of compromise with the amount of time designated to cover large volumes of content (Kitchen et al. 2003). However, we strongly believe that to achieve current science education goals, science educators may need to embrace the “less is more” approach (Handelsman et al. 2007) and accept it as a beneficial trade-off for science education (D’Avanzo et al. 2012). The lack of correlation between content and skill gains found in this study is consistent with previous evidence showing that gains in content knowledge and scientific reasoning skills are not directly correlated (Bao et al. 2009). We therefore recommend these two components be assessed individually but taught together through learning experiences that target both.

**Students gain confidence in their skills**

We find an overall increase in students’ self-reported confidence with respect to their DA skills, although most of them took a conservative position when judging their abilities to perform different dimensions of DA. While there was an increase in the number of students feeling “highly” confident toward the end of the semester, most students reported feeling “somewhat” confident even when asked about dimensions for which they performed well (e.g., *Calculation*) or not too well as in the case of *Drawing conclusions*. An explanation for this position may be that the self-assessment survey served as a self-reflection tool for students, who rarely get questioned about their abilities to perform specific science skills and thus are imprecise at assessing them (Hagenbuch et al. 2009). Furthermore, contrary to some studies, which argue that student self-assessment surveys can predict levels of academic achievement (Lent et al. 1984), we found no correlation between student gains in skills and confidence as in Bowers et al. (2005) and Beck and Blumer (2012). Thus, although self-assessment tools may provide valuable information at the level of student motivation or persistence to complete certain tasks, we believe that reported self-confidence levels have limitations as accurate measures of skill performance. Therefore, we recommend caution when assessing skills with an indirect assessment tool such as a self-assessment survey.

**Teaching intervention**

Increasing the intensity of teaching intervention did not lead to higher skill gains, and in fact, they were in some cases negatively correlated. While our original aim was to apply the interventions in different orders during the study, logistical constraints dictated that all courses in the final data set applied the intensive teaching intervention first. Thus, the observed results could be due to a higher level of experience or familiarity of the faculty with the IU in the second semester, when they applied the light teaching intervention. However, the fact that the positive effect of the light teaching intervention on skill gains did not persist when data from the ecology courses were analyzed separately suggests that the positive significant effect of the light intervention on skill gains did not persist when data from the ecology courses were analyzed separately suggests that the positive significant effect of the light intervention is mainly driven by one Environmental Biology course. This course is offered to all levels of students—freshman to senior—and thus it is likely that both semesters were not as homogeneous in terms of student composition as the Ecology courses. This is also reflected in the lower initial student scores observed in this course in the semester that used the light teaching intervention (median = ~60%) compared to the intensive (median = ~70%). Regardless, the information obtained from the Ecology courses suggests that our intensive intervention was probably not sufficient or effective so as to result in skill gains, as measured by our assessment tools. We are in the process of reviewing the teaching intervention to incorporate lessons learned during this first application phase, and intend to place more
emphasis on the dimensions of Data interpretation and Drawing conclusions in future versions. In addition, future studies where the order of the intervention is randomized would help elucidate the possible effect of faculty experience.

In conclusion, we are encouraged that it is feasible to measurably improve DA skills in science undergraduate students over a single semester, with minimal course modifications. Our approach of linking rubrics to repeated classroom assignments and student self-reflection can be considered a point of departure for additional instructional interventions in a diversity of disciplines. It is also a manageable strategy for individual professors to adapt their instruction toward skill development, and assess results themselves. Our study also provides important insights on the dimensions of DA for which this approach is likely to have an effect, and those that may require more intensive or different teaching approaches than the ones we used here. We strongly encourage professors to develop and test instructional tools targeting higher level thinking skills on a regular basis. The materials developed by our project can be readily downloaded, revised, and applied to almost any curricula in General Biology, Environmental Biology, and Ecology but also to courses in Conservation Biology and Population Biology. Our methodology, however, is applicable to any science course. Integrating these tools with course content should reduce the trade-off between content and process skills, and provide insights on how to make content and skill instruction more harmonious and synergistic. Learning content and skills are both crucial in science education if we are to train competitive students capable of solving complex problems.
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